clean and elegant
Designed by Jeff Weber, of Stumpf/Weber + Associates, the Avive table collection is a
cohesive line with a consistent, unified aesthetic. The straightforward, honest design
emphasizes function, flexibility, and affordability.

Jeff Weber

L

The Avive® Table Collection
All Avive products have crisp lines and simple understructures so
they fit visually with Herman Miller systems products and a range
of interiors. The curvilinear shapes have an organic, contemporary
look. A broad color and finish palette complements the Herman
Miller systems palette.
Surfaces are available in squared-edge laminate, contoured-edge
laminate, Formcoat®, and squared-edge veneer, including a selection
of eight premium Geiger® veneers.

Contoured edge

Formcoat edge

Squared edge

A-style understructure

B-style understructure

Post understructure

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, the Avive table collection is durable for long-term performance and value.
As a statement of our confidence in its quality, Avive is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward
promise that we stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty is unconditional, covers all
standard elements, and includes labor on all warranty work.

easy options capability
SM

Our versatile, flexible products give people real choices. If they need something extra, we can do that, too,
from modifying existing products to developing new ones. For more information on our Easy Options capability,
please visit www.HermanMiller.com/easyoptions.
For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
© 2007 Herman Miller, Inc. Zeeland, Michigan Printed in U.S.A. on recycled paper O.MS2320-89
® YZ, Action Office, Avive, Ethospace, Formcoat, Meridian, Prospects,
and Resolve are among the registered trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.
™ Vivo is among the trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.
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a comprehensive line
Table desks, which serve as primary work surfaces, are the heart of the Avive collection.
Table extensions connect to primary surfaces to create a wide variety of configurations.
Tables are for small meetings and collaboration. All surfaces are offered in many shapes,
sizes, and finish choices to meet aesthetic and functional needs.
Most come with casters or glides and are pin-height adjustable.

simple tables that do it all
The Avive table collection brings a workspace to life, helping cost-conscious companies keep
pace with the speed of work and change. Mobile and agile, these table desks and multipurpose
tables can integrate with Herman Miller systems furniture or stand alone. Avive products can
cover a broad range of applications and bring a refined, consistent look to an entire facility.
They can be grouped together or used on their own, quickly reconfigured or kept in place—
whatever teams, individuals, or collaborators need.
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freestanding flexibility for systems

multiple applications

The Avive table collection is designed to integrate
with Herman Miller’s Ethospace®, Resolve®,
Prospects®, Vivo™, and Action Office® systems.
It can be used instead of panel-hung work
surfaces inside workstations, and as places to
get together outside workstations. Either way,
Avive products help companies manage their
systems environments more efficiently.

Because they are freestanding,
table desks can be easily
installed in panel-based
workstations. They can be
positioned off-module to
increase planning options and
simplify change. Reconfiguration
is easier and takes less time
than system work surfaces
because panels stay undisturbed
and there’s less disruption.

D-Shaped
Table

Oval
Table

To create a project area or
team space, Avive products can
be positioned as needed along
a spine wall. Table desks and
tables can be quickly repositioned as group or individual
work changes.
The Avive collection can stand
apart from workstations. It can
be moved together or separated for impromptu meetings,
conferencing, collaboration,
work surface extensions, or war
room/project room applications.

a sound investment
The Avive table collection is strong and durable for
a long, productive life. Available on casters or glides,
Avive table desks and tables install and reconfigure
quickly and easily so companies can handle change
and churn more economically.

Table desks and tables can also be used independent
of systems furniture in a private office, open plan, team
area, or other totally freestanding environments.
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